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Teamwork saves character
The transformation of an old Naenae house to a
stylish family home is the work of architect Mona
Quinn and discerning clients who knew what
they wanted. Jill Wild explains.
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The exterior of this renovated Naenae home is painted Resene Gravel, the window surrounds and end
wall in Alabaster, the colour steel roof in Gull Grey. Photos: JOHN NICHOLSON/FAIRFAX NZ

IT’S nearly two years since Patrice
Buescher and Michael Taylor bought
an old house on the valley floor of

Lower Hutt. It was exactly what they
had hoped for, within easy walking
distance of school and native bush and
birds in the backyard.

While the backyard nature was a
perfect backdrop, the house needed
dramatic changes. They envisaged a
complete makeover that would mean
they would have to live somewhere else
while it was being done.

‘‘We met architect Mona Quinn on
recommendation from a builder and
she was instantly a good fit. We liked
the character of the original 1920s
cottage and wanted an architect that
could do work that was sensitive to the
original,’’ recalls Patrice. ‘‘Mona
understood what we had in mind, it was
a perfect fit between her and us.’’

There was a considerable
consultation period, but Michael says

Quinn gave them plenty of space to
contemplate and that, coupled with her
process of a catalogue of questions,
effectively created the brief.

‘‘Mona listened well and she was
very honest, she told us the project
would cost more than we’d hoped, but
we wanted to follow the original 1920s
theme.

‘‘What we have ended up with is
what we wanted, the integrity that is
throughout the whole house is the
result of the architect. She’s delivered
with a capital D, the project has
uniformity, we spent a lot of money but
we have built our dream home,’’ says
Michael.

It’s the vision the couple wanted
created, a project that has been
meticulously planned and executed by
Quinn, who specialises in restoration.
The house was 108 square metres and
that has been expanded to 180 square
metres plus 30 square metres of garage

and workshop.
The back face of the house has been

redesigned with steel framing providing
the supports for a glazed face, bespoke
double-glazed picture windows, French
doors and, above, a round window with
angled windows on either side,
maximising the sun. The ceilings are
lined in villaboard giving a T&G effect,
the walls gibbed and throughout are
Quinn’s hallmark wide architraves,
skirting boards and window frames,
reminiscent of the era of the original.

‘‘The interior is a mix of Resene’s
Black White and Alabaster in different
strengths. Mona was staunch about
having the two different colours
enhancing the appearance of depth, it’s
less straightforward for the painters but
it makes a visible difference,’’ Michael
says.

The floors are matai, the kitchen
cabinetry was designed by Mona and
made by Wellington company The
Joinery King. An added dimension is the
opening up of the roof cavity to create
accessible storage space. The couple
wanted to use the cavity but were
determined to find a more viable access
than a ladder. Stairs now lead up to the
area, a central strip of the flooring has
been lowered so it’s possible to stand

up, a roof window and end wall
window add much natural light.

‘‘There’s enough room for a single
bed on either side, into the future I have
no doubt the children will love the
space,’’ says Patrice.

The stairs to the upper level have
been made a feature, at the end of the
entrance hall is a huge mirror, creating
an illusion of wide space.

For the outside Quinn was certain
moving the front door would improve
interior layout and add exterior appeal.
Michael recalls he and Patrice were
hesitant, but trusted their architect.

‘‘She has made such a good job.
There’s a new hip roof over the
entrance with a vaulted porch, the
columns, which are a feature right
around the house create a pyramidal
feature on every corner. It was a
journeyman builder who did these, he
was very, very good,’’ explains Michael.

The exterior is painted Resene
Gravel, the window surrounds and end
wall in Alabaster, the colour steel roof
in Gull Grey. Quinn was engaged just
before Christmas and a year later the
project was complete.
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Smart property decisions start here

Suburb 2 bdrm 3 bdrm 4 bdrm 5 bdrm

Maymorn   - $322,000   - -

Pinehaven $250,000 $337,000 $395,000 $437,000

Riverstone Terraces   - $432,500 $527,000 $571,000

Silverstream $268,000 $360,000 $469,500 $553,000

Te Marua  - $311,000 $365,000  -

Timberlea $210,000 $240,000 $584,000 $650,000

Totara Park $220,000 $294,000 $356,000 $397,000

Trentham $219,000 $317,000 $373,000 $441,000

Wallaceville $214,500 $309,500 $361,000 -
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FROM PREVIOUS PAGE Expansive glazing provides much light and sun, transforming Patrice Buescher and Michael Taylor’s Naenae house
into a fabulous, modern home.

‘‘We hurried everyone to finish so we
could be in for Christmas, they
finished on the 24th of December but
as it worked out we had to wait till
the new year to move in because
polyurethane had to dry.’’

The family says the home offers
sublime family living.

‘‘It’s very habitable, a very nice
place to come home to, just down the
road from the school. The outside has
yet to be done, but who cares about
that at this stage, our home is that
very warm place we always
envisaged.

‘‘I often get asked what is the best
thing you did when renovating your
house and my answer is always and
without hesitation hiring the
architect,’’ says Patrice.

For Quinn the result is as she
planned, transporting what she called
a ‘‘bungvilla’’ (a cross between a
bungalow and a villa) to a real home.
She is humble about what she has
achieved, but the conversion from a
mish-mash of design to a home suited
for modern living yet retaining the
feel of the 1920s original, is what she
loves to do.


